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QUESTION 1

You are developing an ASP.NET Web API for a home inventory management system. You need to limit access to users
with IP addresses based only in the United States. You have the following code: 

Which code segments should you include in Target 1 and Target 2 to complete the code? (To answer, drag the
appropriate code segments to the correct targets in the answer area. Each code segment may be used once, more than
once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 2

You are developing a web application by using Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5. 

You are creating a web client for the application. The web client will make REST calls to several web services. 

You need to ensure that the web client meets the following requirements: 

Uses the Task class to perform asynchronous operations Reuses recently resolved DNS lookups 

Which object should you include in the solution? 

A. ServiceClient 

B. WebClient 

C. HttpClient 

D. WebRequest 

Correct Answer: C 

References: https://www.c-sharpcorner.com/article/calling-web-api-using-httpclient/ 

 

QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
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while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have a web application in a Docker container image. You set the tag for the image as myapp. You plan to deploy
the application to Azure Container Services. 

You run the following commands. All commands complete successfully. 

You need to ensure that the image can be run on an Azure Container Service cluster. Solution: You run the following
commands: 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

First tag the image, and the push it into your private registry. 

References: https://medium.com/@pjbgf/azure-kubernetes-service-aks-pulling-private- container-images-from-azure-
container-registry-acr-9c3e0a0a13f2 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing an ASP.NET MVC application. It is ready for deployment to the production web server. 

A local SQL Express .MDF file was used by the application during development 

The deployment has the following requirements: 

1. 

The deployment must merge the assemblies on the local machine with those on the host. 

2. 

The deployment must publish the local database to the remote Microsoft SQL server. 

You need to configure the web package settings for deployment. 

Which settings should you use? (To answer, select the appropriate setting or settings in the answer area.) 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 5

You are developing an ASP.NET Web API application that will be consumed by a web browser via a composite
application that is served from another web domain. 

You need to configure the Web API. 

What should you do? (To answer, drag the appropriate XML elements to the correct location or locations in the answer
area. Each XML element may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between 

panes or scroll to view content.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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